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What IS Succession Planning and why is it so important?
Typically for key positions; those difficult to recruit for, difficult to cross train for, formal leadership
positions, positions that require unique skill sets, skill shortage positions, “one –offs”
And it has multiple impacts if not taken care of:
Need to be prepared, to be strategic and flexible
Recruitment – hiring the right individuals – knowing growth potential, being prepared to lose
through retirements, quits, balance of internal to external hires
Retention – keeping the edge sharp, keeping employees growing and engaged and able to adapt to
the organization’s changing needs
Cost of replacement can be up to 50% a full year’s salary of higher paid positions. Also costs of
retraining, loss of corporate knowledge, stress on remaining staff, stuff falling through the cracks,
corporate
reputation
Emergency – Payroll manager quit, illnesses, accidents,
All which contribute to the corporate reputation, are good business practices, help inform training,
development
And it requires commitment with a capital C
What it is not…
Succession planning is rarely a promise. Rigid programs can promote a winner/loser culture. There
are no guarantees that the destined ones will stay.
It is also not something that can be done off the side of one’s desk….
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SEE IT, OWN IT, SOLVE IT, DO IT
The Oz Principle in Action

The presentation is based on what is termed the “Oz Principle” – See it, Own it, Solve it, Do
it” By Connors, Smith and Hickman
See It, Own It, Solve It, Do It is about “what else can we/I do”; about not being a victim
Remember the Wizard of Oz…
Scarecrow in search of brains, the Lion courage, the Tin Man a heart and Dorothy a return
to home. Each already had what they sought after, inside themselves.
Like our Wizard of Oz friends, we actually know what to do. We have it within ourselves
and within our organizations. We just aren’t connecting the dots very well.
Yes, there is an elephant in the room that we need to acknowledge and today we are going
to talk about it.
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SEE IT

We know that we work within organizations that are:
Increasingly complex and have increasingly complex challenges to deal with
That there is:
Extensive loss of corporate history and knowledge with retirements and staff movement
Bid wars for scarce talent
Skill shortages
Increasingly disengaged workers
Pressure on government at all levels to do more with less
Changing leadership styles with elections and staff movement
And that, for the most part, our succession plans are either nonexistent or insufficiently
effective.
We know that we can’t quit supplying our services because we don’t have the people
resources.
We can’t get out of a business area because it is no longer lucrative.
We have to be able to inspect buildings, repair water mains, provide tax notices, ensure
bridge safety, provide fire protection, issue drivers’ licences, vet applications, and so on.
There is little that we are easily outsource. Our primary business objectives are achieved
through people.
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“WE NEED TO TAKE OUR HEAD OUT
OF THE ALTRUISTIC SAND; WE NEED TO
GET REAL ABOUT THIS”

A Vice-President shared “We need to take our head out of the altruistic sand; we need to get real
about this.”
A CAO shared “A worthy aspiration; a challenge to deliver”
Councils/Boards/Ministries are still asking for succession plans…
Key individuals are still leaving without a replacement plan in place…
Employees are still uncertain about their futures within organizations…
We are still experiencing skill shortages…
We are struggling with an increasingly disengaged workforce
Three recent examples of things not working well:
Health Ministry – return from mat leave, recent loss of two loved ones, decision to move to
Sunshine Coast and seek better life balance – made plans clear months before – offer of part-time
employment too late; already accepted other employment – higher risk but guarantee of life
balance. Creativity is not coming fast enough.
Provincial Ministry – on leadership track – devastating life circumstances, helped with move to
Victoria – left due to overwhelming work load, expectation of taking on supervisor’s responsibilities
and felt lack of support to ensure success with expectations. She left the organization. For some,
the coaching and support is not there.
Local Government – Deputy Director– succession plan in place – individual got lured to his “perfect”
job elsewhere, so left. I’m not sure that it was ever communicated to him, notwithstanding that he
was the Deputy, that he was expected to succeed the Chief Engineer. We are not communicating
well enough, if at all.
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IT’S TIME TO TRULY “OWN” THIS

For the good of our organizations…
For the recruitment and retention of talent…
For the care and tending of our emerging leaders…
For our future viability…
So…. How do we do this better?
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WHAT WE ARE DOING WELL

West Vancouver Firefighter exchange with New Zealand
City of Richmond – lending expertise via Local Government Management Association (LGMA)
program to other municipalities
City of North Vancouver – Fire Management Development Program
BCIT – Effective Leadership Skills for Managers 6 month program
North Shore municipalities collaboration with BCIT – Associate Certificate in Leadership (also done
in Abbotsford, Pitt Meadows)
Richmond U
Province of BC – leadership training program
Formal coaching
Co-op programs
Internships with post-secondary schools
Apprenticeship programs
Cap U/LGMA MATI programs (e.g. Managing People in Local Government)
Acting appointments
Assignment to Projects
Volunteer activities
Union leadership
Temporary positions
Finding a mentor
Cross training
Performance input with development plans
And many others…
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BUT ARE WE BEING STRATEGIC…

Can anyone go to training?
Do we ask what they learned and ensure the learning is applied and practiced?
Do we say yes to training requests without being candid that, until attendance improves,
he/she will never be promoted?
Do we let our “stars” know they are considered stars?
Do we ask what people’s hope and aspirations are?
Do we coach or redirect?
Do we work with our emerging leaders to ensure they have the skills they will eventually
need?
As emerging leaders, do you take the initiative to have these conversations with your boss?
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SOMETHING HAS TO CHANGE…

From The Book of Doing and Being; Rediscovering Creativity in Life, Love and Work – Barnet
Bain:
Right now, lift your right foot a few inches off the ground and then start moving it in a
clockwise circle. At the same time as you are doing that, raise your right hand and draw a
number six in the air. What happened? Your right foot switched direction, didn’t it? Try it
again. The reversal will happen every time.
Our habitual patters of thinking, feeling and behaving becomes a part of our brain
chemistry until we work to create new neural pathways.
Organizational cultures, are often, but not always, based on long standing values and
ingrained approached to facing change.
Change isn’t easy.
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WE NEED TO CONNECT THE DOTS
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WE CAN LEARN FROM THE PRIVATE SECTOR

Let’s look at Lululemon:
Lululemon: Our manifesto is one way we share our culture with the community. It’s an
evolving collection of bold thoughts that allow for some real conversations to take place.
Get to know our manifesto and learn more about what lights our fire.
Curious? Intrigued? Let’s look at their value words:
Creativity…. Love…. – review words on slide…
And they market their values everywhere – e.g. merchandise bags
Recent survey at a local government – employee input – want less rules, more motivation
and more flexibility….
Not really a surprise
Let’s look at Lululemon’s Emerging Leaders program…
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LULULEMON – INVERTED L
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Every person has two people ready to go before promoted
Every quarter “the grind” 6 box placement – feedback provided – you know your placement
within the box (throughout the organization)
If High –able to move one role higher within the next year
Every quarter readjust – either out or being groomed
If in lower quartile, given 3 months
Set expectations, assess often, quick to performance manage
KPIs are stretch
If in inverted L $5,000 to $20,000 in reserved share units – only vest after 3 years
Want to retain people in inverted L
Before promo, spend year on the road training people
Training managers work with each department
Store Support Centre – sweat benefit – visa card $250 per mo to use for physical fitness
activities
Summer Fridays –every Fri during summer, BBQ, food trucks brought in
Lots of lunch and learns - Could sit and talk to merchandise director or others employees
are interested in learning from
Area Directors – a once per month conversation
Others get a quarterly assessment of “our pipeline”
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SOLVING IT
The Senior Team

And we work in the public sector – there are some things that we cannot do – like shareholder
bonuses or stock options. Yet there are things that we can take from such a model…
In the Public Sector, starting with the Senior Team… Strategically, are we clearly communicating What is the vision? Where are we heading?
Where is our business going?
• E.g. Electric cars – expectations of developers – new thinking of engineers and planners
• 24/7 service expectations
• Emergency management
• Increasing reliance on technology
• Downloading from higher levels of government (homelessness)
• Competition from the private sector (health care)
• And the whys ….
What are the skills we need for today? For tomorrow?
How are we developing people internally or otherwise resourcing to acquire these?
Who are the others we need to align with to get there? … for example our unions… who are also
struggling with succession
Are we talking to those who “do” – what skills do they need to do their job with excellence?
And then, what is the strategic plan to get us there?
Are we making this as important as any other corporate goal – expecting results and allowing time,
holding accountable, asking for updates, keep it live, keep it current.
Corporate reputation – do you know if your organization is viewed as a place emerging leaders will
want to work?
If you are losing your stars, are you asking why and what potentially could be done to correct this?
Are you ensuring the time required to do this is recognized and valued – part of accountability
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Making It Important…
Don’t Hold On box – Or pigeon hole people
Development of emerging leaders needs to be part of a seasoned leader’s own
success components
Seasoned leaders need the tools to do it and they need to be rewarded for doing it
well
It is the positives that make the person a valuable leader. If the positives aren’t
there, the negatives don’t matter. You are not searching for what qualities the
person ought to have but what the person already has and where he or she will
flourish. The fact is, no-one is perfect. Matching an individual’s strengths – his or
her natural abilities – with the non-negotiable requirements of the job or the
reshaping of a job is what produces great leaders. (from Leaders At All Levels – Ram
Charan)
Any major corporate initiative will succeed only to the extent that the CEO makes it
a clear priority and throws him or herself personally into the effort.
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WHAT ABOUT YOUR CORPORATE
CULTURE?
City of Vancouver
Mission
Create a great city of communities that cares about our people, our environment, and our opportunities to live,
work and prosper.

Values
•
•
•
•
•
•

We conduct ourselves based on these six values.

Responsiveness
Excellence
Fairness
Integrity
Leadership
Learning

Who are you truly as an organization? What are you recruiting and retaining leaders into?
Corporate culture is what people experience as the “how” things are done in our organizations.
People should expect congruence between the words used to describe the culture and their
experience with the same.
City of Vancouver as an example. These are the words. Is this the experience? Refer to slide…
An example of corporate culture: If we profess to not being hierarchal but the CAO typically
has the corner office and reserved parking, we are sending mixed messages.
It is important that we understand who we are as an organization for both our own job fit and
our recruitment and retention efforts.
E.g. Private sector planners frustrated with Council decisions to shelve huge
projects…Frustration with the transparent, inclusive processes inherent in government.
Frustration with bureaucracy, rote step, find very inflexible, no flexibility re benefits programs
(e.g. pension plan), no excellence incentives such as bonuses, perks, gifts, tickets to golf
tournaments, spas in Palm Springs or conventions in Vegas, no expense accounts, stock
options…
Recognition that we work in both a political and highly unionized sector.
Union as a major partner in public sector – can’t just fire people when they are no longer a fit.
(continued on next page)
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(continued from previous page)
Important to ensure understanding of who we are and what we do. Also imperative to
outline all our positives, including relative job security, a robust benefits package,
interesting work that makes a positive difference.
Important piece in succession planning – especially if intent to go external to recruit
replacements.
We need to truly understand the culture of the organizations we work within.
Corporate culture is an important component of both the recruitment and retention
influences on succession planning.
______________________________________
City of Vancouver – further information on values (if time)
Values – We conduct ourselves based on these six values.
Responsiveness – We are responsive to the needs of our citizens and our colleagues.
Excellence – We strive for the best results.
Fairness – We approach our work with unbiased judgement and sensitivity.
Integrity – We are open and honest, and honour our commitments.
Leadership – We aspire to set examples that others will choose to follow.
Learning – We are a learning workplace that grows through our experiences.
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SOLVING IT

MANAGEMENT AND SUPERVISORY

Solving it - as Managers and Supervisors:
Use what you have available to you
Use data available to you (demographics)
Observe
Be creative – look for opportunities
In the US, program set up where school kids come in and help teach technology
Retirees hired back as mentors – has to be something in it for the mentors too – use of their time
and energy. Retirees sharing about – clients, relationships, various stakeholders, infrastructure,
roundtables that profile different project types experiences, story-telling, also way of leaving a
legacy, what worked, lessons learned
Work with individuals who are contemplating retirement – hire earlier and enable knowledge
transfer and transitioning
Rotate employees through training programs
Rotate through jobs
Look at collaborative efforts to make training more real and accessible – e.g. Pathways with BC
Ambulance – Google Cardboard viewer
Buddies – shadowing junior with senior engineer
Provide guidance, coaching, feedback
Development plans with feedback, goal setting, stretch challenges, accountability
Face-to-face conversations; Ask and listen
provide feedback and coaching skill training,
Red mark from a place of love – teach problem solving
Ask questions: What was great about that assignment?
(Continued on next page)
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(continued from previous page)
Listen for understanding and without judgement
Take time to develop people through teachable moments – providing explanations, not just
direction.
Also recognize fear of loss – change, expectations, not viewed as a star performer, left
behind…
Recognize effort - doesn’t need to be a formal program – and make it individual
Provide the “bigger picture” context
Groups – transfer, insights, subject matter expertise, lessons learned, experiences,
Give the big picture, the full puzzle, how everything interlinks
Increase visibility – e.g. CNV whoever writes the report presents it to Council
Build the relationship
Build trust – be confident enough in your own skin to respect the expertise of others
Be willing to have your own stars work for you
Recognize the disconnect between academic and work environments – academic with
finals is completely artificial – need to assist with the transition to work and the application
of skills within our organizations
Ensure that when people are assigned new or additional responsibility, that they are
trained in the skills they will require to do the job successfully. E.g. Individuals moving to
supervisory with no training for the new role (great technical person promoted to now
oversee or lead). E.g. Union rep complaining that supervisors have no idea how to deal
with conflict between employees, understand their obligations under the collective
agreement…
Recognize up
Empower – give the freedom to make a mistake or not do it perfectly, and to learn from it
Have the difficult conversations when those are necessary, and deal with conflict – don’t let
it fester
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SOLVING IT – EMERGING LEADERS

And solving it as Emerging Leaders:
Learn what leadership skills are required – review job postings for soft skill words
Ask if you don’t know; say you don’t know
Volunteer, put your hand up; say “yes” to opportunities
Don’t be afraid to make mistakes; learn from them
Find a mentor – someone you respect, trust and want to be like
Be willing to learn and to accept and incorporate feedback
Keep your professional self at everything
Don’t overuse email as a communication forum
A leader can create her own luck by figuring out where and when opportunity lies. Every leader
should be looking forward, aware of her specific talent and whether it is being fully utilized and
developed. If not, the leader should search for a place where her talent can be used, recognized,
encouraged, and developed better than anywhere else. Leaders who are persistent in that search
will likely find a match between their talent and the opportunity. That becomes luck.
Identify what your potential is – Know who you are
Find ways to nurture that potential
Be aware of those things that can derail you as your potential develops
Get feedback; don’t wait for it to be given.
From Leaders At All Levels – Ram Charan
Ask anyone in a position to have observed you. What you could have done better, what one key
variable did you miss? What alternative solution did you fail to consider?
Be a lifelong learner. Come with solutions to fill the void – don’t come with problems
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LEADERSHIP QUALITIES

Emerging leaders interviewed asked the question…. So what ARE the leadership qualities that are
being sought?
Close your eyes and imagine that you are going to squeeze a drop of fresh lemon into your mouth.
Your taste buds are already preparing you….
You know what to expect.
Like the lemon, the list should not surprise you. Here goes…
From Leaders At All Levels – Ram Charan
A natural talent to lead….
Business acumen – understands the business and how things interconnect
A drive to master new skills
An ability to rapidly absorb knowledge and then communicate it
A natural bent to build lasting relationships
A natural ability to mobilize others to get things done
Learns what the bosses job is and what it entails
Tenacity to grow and improve
Good listener, constructive and articulate and able to influence others
Able to adapt to fast changing business conditions
Able to pull their teams together to focus and align them against the two or three really key things
that drive the business
Folks you would walk through fire for
Ever worked for one of those – someone you would walk through fire for? What was the
experience?
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LEADERSHIP QUALITIES

DANIEL GOLEMAN – WORKING WITH EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE

Personal Competence
Self Awareness
Emotional Awareness
Accurate Self-Assessment
Self-Confidence

Self-Regulation
Self-Control
Trustworthiness
Conscientiousness
Adaptability
Innovation

Motivation
Achievement drive
Commitment
Initiative
Optimism
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LEADERSHIP QUALITIES

DANIEL GOLEMAN – WORKING WITH EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE

Social Competence
Empathy
Understanding others
Developing others
Service orientation
Leveraging diversity
Political awareness

Social Skills
Influence
Communication
Conflict management
Leadership
Change catalyst
Building bonds
Collaboration and cooperation
Team capabilities

With the increase in the use of technology, higher order thinking skills will be required,
higher personal, Emotional Intelligence and empathy skills.
Skills shelf life 5 years with digital transformation, 50% will become obsolete according to
Deloitte
Soft skills… people skills will become increasingly critical
So what are these….
From Daniel Goleman – Working With Emotional Intelligence
Personal Competence – these competencies determine how we manage ourselves.
Self-Awareness – knowing one’s internal states, preferences, resources, and intuition.
Self-Regulation – managing one’s internal states, impulses, and resources
Motivation – emotional tendencies that guide or facilitate reaching goals
Social Competence – these competencies determine how we handle relationships
Empathy – awareness of others’ feelings, needs and concerns
Social Skills – adeptness at inducing desirable responses in others
Page 26 and 27 in the book Working With Emotional Intelligence – definitely worth a look
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PUBLIC SECTOR REALITIES

And yes, we work in the public sector…
It is about service
It is about sustainability
It is about a multi-tiered bottom line
It is about making a positive difference
It is a choice that we make in determining our career
It is about the chance to live and work within our personal values
We have our own types of fun (being at the top of the fire ladder as part of United Way
activities – refer to picture)
The change will still need to be within the public sector realm.
As outlined in what we are already doing well, we know how to be creative. We just need
to connect those dots. And to be okay with doing it differently.
As an example, recognition doesn’t have to be expensive. E.g. Comment from Director,
comment received, “I’m proud of you” was enough to keep her going.
It is really about making the time to make this important.
(continued on next page)
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(continued from previous page)
As examples of a success story:
At one local government, they are reshaping the organizational structure to create
opportunities for emerging leaders. They have provided budget to backfill instead of
expecting extras off the sides of desks. They have provided staff an opportunity to relook
at corporate values and any perceived gaps in these values through a cross-organizational
team of individuals who are tasked to come up with five projects to be completed in the
next year to help close any gaps. They have seen an increase in an interest for social
activities so self-appointed teams have been given funds to be creative. Staff Olympic
games, hockey games, curling…. have all now been organized by these volunteers.
CAO comment “It’s the idea of growing talent – We can’t just do it for our companies – Do
it for the industry – develop a broader talent pool. We all benefit.”
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DIVERSITY IN AGE, EXPERIENCE AND CULTURE

And like most other businesses in all sectors, we have age and cultural diversity. Veterans,
Boomers, Gen X and the Millennials
Input received from interviews – don’t stereotype – we are all individuals
Core values of the new generations:
Comfort with technology, adaptiveness to change, pragmatism, and acceptance of diversity,
confidence and self-reliance, globally connected – all very much needed by our organizations
AND confirmed - Work-life balance is important – for everyone
As new generations take on mortgages and start families, job security gets more important. As the
boomers age, life balance becomes more important.
All generations want and need feedback
Using Maslow’s hierarchy – all generations and cultures have the same basic needs. Many wish to
achieve self-actualization – the desire to maximize our potential, person growth, self-fulfillment to
do the work we want.
Theory of Human Motivation (1943) self-actualization is focusing on becoming the best person that
one can possible strive for in the service of both self and others.
Our organizations need to pay attention to what’s important to all employees
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NOW “DO IT”

See It, Own it, Solve it, Do it - The Oz Principle – What more can you do? Don’t be a victim.
We each need to be the change; to become the butterfly
Our business happens through people. People have choice. We can’t shackle people. We can only,
by our planning and practices, encourage people to join us and to stay because they want to. And
when they no longer want to, we need to release even our stars with grace because our reputation
goes with them. And we want that to be one that both we and they can be proud of.
As the management team:
We need to be attentive to our organizational culture and the challenges of things like commuting
time, housing costs, work life balance, interesting work, clarity, open communication, flexibility –
e.g. potential for telecommuting and different ways of working, providing the right tools to get the
job done, community and a sense of fun . We need to recognize and value that it is people who
provide the services we are responsible for and adapt to that reality. Growth, opportunity,
competitive wage and benefit packages, a boss that draws out the best in people and acknowledge
them.
90% of people leave because of their relationship with their boss…. We can’t not develop people;
our world and its expectations are constantly changing
(continued on next page)
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(continued from previous page)
Emerging leaders:
Take the lead in your own experience and learning, no matter where you sit in the
corporate hierarchy. Build your leadership skills. Say yes to opportunities even if they are
not promotional opportunities. Ignite the leader within at whatever level you are at in the
organization. Encourage others to do similarly. Demonstrate “leadership” qualities
Supervisor/Manager – all the above, look for growth opportunities for team members,
provide feedback, coaching, building potential, holding accountable for results, be creative
Senior management – all the above, strategic planning, creating vision and mission for
Board/council consideration, holding accountable for results, encourage and champion the
shifting needs of an ever-changing organization
Whether it be heart, courage, brains or a need to come home, you already have it inside
you, like our Wizard of Oz characters. It’s a journey and it begins with your first few steps.
Recent article “This mission critical initiative must become everyone’s business – especially
managers and key contributors – with H.R. as a key enabler and supporting partner. Teach
the people in your organization how to support leadership identification and development
at all levels. “
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DO IT … ACCOUNTABILITY

Maya Angelou said “I’ve learned that people will forget what you said, people will forget
what you did, but people will never forget how you made them feel. “
How are you making people feel in your organization?
How well is your organization prepared for the loss of key personnel?
Are you willing to commit to bumping up your own leadership dial?
As an emerging leader, working to build your profile and skills
As a manager or supervisor, putting a new idea in place as part of a longer-term plan
Senior Teams and Governance Groups, preparing your organization for an uncertain
tomorrow? Making this as important as any other corporate goal – ensuring that the time
and resources are allocated, expected and held accountable?
Are we prepared to take our collective heads out of the altruistic sand and truly get real
about this stuff?
THAT is the elephant in the room!
And we all have a role in doing it better
What’s your “Do it”?
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THANK YOU!
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